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GEODETIC GRAPHS WHICH ARE HOMEOMORPHIC 
TO COMPLETE GRAPHS 
BOHDAN ZELINKA 
This paper is a contribution to the paper by J. Plesnik [2]. Finite undirected 
graphs without loops and multiple edges are considered. 
A geodetic graph [1] is a graph in which to any two vertices exactly* one path of 
the minimal length connecting them exists; this path is called the geodesic of these 
two vertices. 
A graph G homeomorphic to a complete graph with n vertices has the following 
structure. The vertex set V of G contains a subset V0 of the cardinality n whose 
elements are called basic vertices of G. To any two vertices of V0 there exists * 
exactly one simple path which connects these two vertices and whose inner vertices 
(if any) belong to V- V0; this path is called the segment connecting these vertices. 
Any vertex of V— V0 and any edge of the graph G belongs exactly to one segment. 
This means that each vertex of V— V0 has degree two. The class of all graphs 
homeomorphic to a complete graph with n vertices for a fixed n will be denoted by 
tt„-
J. Plesnik has studied a certain subclass of SXn which will be denoted here by ,Sl* 
(in [2] a different notation is used). Let G eM„, let the basic vertices of G be v, 
vn. By Sjj the length of the segment connecting vf and i/,- in G will be denoted, 
where 1^/^w, l ^ / ^ / z , /-£ /. The graph G belongs to M*, if and only if there exist 
non-negative integers //,,...,//„ such that su = h{ + h} + 1 for each / and / such that 
l i g / ^ / i , lSysS/f- i±j. 
J. Plesnik has suggested the following conjecture: 
/ / a geodetic graph is homeomorphic to a complete graph with n vertices for 
n^4, then it belongs to S$Z. 
He has proved this for n =4. 
We shall prove a weakened variant of this conjecture. 
Theorem. Let G be a geodetic graph from S$n for some positive integer n. For 
any two basic vertices of G let the geodesic connecting them be the segment 
connecting them. Then GeSft. 
Before proving this theorem we shall state two lemmas. 
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Lemma 1. Let s12, s23, s13 be three positive integers such that s12<s23 + s13, 
s23 < s]2 + sl3, s13 < s12 + s23. Then there exist non-negative numbers A,, A2, A3 such 
that 
m A, + A2+l=s ,2 ,1 
( } h2 + h3+\=s23, [ 
A, + A3+1=513.J 
These numbers hx, h2, A3 are uniquely determined. 
Proof. The system of equations (1) has the unique solution 
m hx={(sl2 + sl3-s23-\), 1 
1 j . h2 = l(sl2 + s23-sl3-l), [ 
A3 = -2(s13 + ^23-^,2-l) . J 
As s23<sl2 + sl3, the number s,2 + s13 — 523 is positive. As the numbers s12, s23, s]3 
are integers, we have sl2 + sl3 — s23^ 1 and thus s12 + sl3-s23- 1 = 0 and A,^0. 
Analogously A2i^0, A3=^0. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a geodetic graph from .ft„ for some positive integer n. For 
any two basic vertices of G let the geodesic connecting them be the segment 
connecting them. Let G' be the subgraph of G consisting of some m basic vertices 
of G, m<n, and all segments connecting pairs of these vertices. Then G' is 
a geodetic graph from ®m and for any two basic vertices of G' the geodesic 
connecting them is the segment connecting them. 
Proof. It is easy to see that G' e®m. For proving the rest of the assertion it is 
sufficient to prove that for any two vertices of G' the geodesic connecting them in 
G is also a path of minimal length connecting them in C . Let u, v be two vertices 
of G', let P be the geodesic connecting u and v in G. If P does not contain basic 
vertices of G, then u and v both lie on the same segment of G; as u and v are in 
G', also this segment is in G' and the path P is in G'. It is a geodesic connecting u 
and v in G', because no path in G' can have length smaller than or equal to the 
length of P; such a path would be contained also in G, which would be 
a contradiction. Now let P contain at least one basic vertex of G. Let Wo (or v0) be 
the basic vertex of G lying on P whose distance from u (or v respectively) is 
minimal. (We admit the cases u = Wo, v = v0, Uo = v0.) If Wo =£ v0, then the geodesic 
connecting «o and v0 in G is the segment connecting them. This segment must be 
contained in P; otherwise P would not be the geodesic connecting u and v. Thus P 
does not contain other basic vertices of G than Wo and v0. The vertex u lies on 
a segment whose end vertex is Wo, therefore Wo must be in G'. Analogously v0 must 
be in G' and also the segment connecting Wo and v0 must be in G'. The path P 
consists of one segment and two parts of segments which are in G', therefore it is in 
G'. If u0 = v0, the proof is analogous. 
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Proof of Theorem. For n = 1 and n = 2 the assertion is trivial; for n = 1 the 
graph G consists of only one vertex, for n = 2 the graph G is a simple path. For 
n = 3 the graph G is a circuit. It is well-known that a circuit is a geodetic graph if 
and only if its length is odd. In such a graph we cannot distinguish basic vertices 
from the others, because all vertices have degree two. But suppose that we have 
a graph G satisfying the assumption of the theorem for n = 3 and that its basic 
vertices are labelled in it. (This does not make our work easier by any way.) We 
have three basic vertices _>,, _*2, f3. As for any two of them the geodesic connecting 
them is a segment, we must have _,,2<s,3 + s23, s23<^i2 + î3, Si3<Ji2 + 2̂3. By 
Lemma 1 there exist numbers A,, A2, A3 satisfying (1); these numbers are given by 
(2) and are non-negative. It remains to determine when they are integers. The 
difference between the numbers s^ + n̂ + .̂i and s,2 + s,3 — __3— 1 is 2_*23+l, 
which is an odd number. Thus sX2 + S[y — s2y — 1 is even if and only if sI2 + sx? + s2> is 
odd; in this case hx is an integer. But si2 + _Y3 + _23 is the length of the circuit G. 
Therefore if it is odd, the assertion is true; in the opposite case G is not geodetic. 
Analogously for h2 and A3. For n = 4 the assertion was proved in [2]. Now for n i_ 5 
we can use the induction. Let Ge.Stm for mi_5 and let G fulfill the assumption of 
the theorem. Let the basic vertices of G be _*,, ..., vm. Suppose that the assertion is 
true for each n^m — l. Let G, (or G2, or G3) be the subgraph of G obtained by * 
deleting _>, (or v2, or t»3) and all sements connecting vx (or v2, or ij, respectively) 
with other basic vertices. According to Lemma 2 the graphs G,, G2, G3 are in Mm_, 
and fulfill the assumption of the theorem. According to the induction assumption 
the assertion of the theorem is true for G,, G2, G3. For G, we can determine A2, A3, 
..., Am,for G2 we can determine A,, A3,..., hm. If 3_i/__m, then A, is the same in G, 
and in G2. In fact, the graph G has at least five vertices, therefore we can take some 
/ and k from the numbers 3, ..., m such that /V=yV= k+ i. The vertices _*,, _>,, vk are 
in both G, and G2, the lengths sih sik, _> are the same in G, and G2, thus by 
Lemma 1 so are A,, A,, hk. Analogously we can determine A,, A2, A4, ..., Am in Gy 
and prove that they are the same as the corresponding numbers in G, and G2. Each 
segment of G is contained at least in one of the graphs G,, G2, G3. Thus the 
assertion is true also for G. 
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Cтaтья изyчaeт oднy rипoтeзy Я. Плecникa кacaюшyюcя reoдeтичecкиx rpaфoв, кoтopыe 
roмeoмopфны пoлным гpaфaм. Дoкaзaн ocлaблeнный вapиaнт этoй гипoтeзы. 
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